INDOOR CONCRETE STYLES

OLD WORLD PALETTE

An Old World style blends natural materials, ornate details, and rich, muted colors and finishes. Concrete can be instantly aged or stained to achieve the timeworn elegance characteristic of this look, while replicating Old World materials such as wood and natural stone.

COLORS + FINISHES

Key Details

You can achieve an Old World style using concrete by incorporating elements of these four design principles:

OVERSIZED & ORNATE
Go for opulence rather than simplicity by using ornate edge details, adornment and embellishments.

NATURAL MATERIALS
Replicate or incorporate natural materials such as wood and stone.

WARM & EARTHY
Use rich, nature-inspired colors derived from acid staining.

WORN FINISHES & ANTIQUES
Incorporate antiquing accents such as gold or bronze décor, Renaissance-type art and other Old World accoutrements.

TEXTURES

For more concrete design ideas, visit:
www.concretenetwork.com/indoor